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RE: Amendments to Futures and Binary Contracts Based 
on the CME·Carvlll Hurricane Index™ 
CME Submission No. 08·188 

Dear Mr. Stawick: 

Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Inc. ("CME" or "Exchange") hereby notifies the Commission that 
it has approved amendments to Futures and Binary Contracts based on the CME-Carvill 
Hurricane Index. Market participants have requested that all contracts based on the CME
Carvill Hurricane Index be revised for the 2009 and subsequent hurricane seasons, moving the 
end of the critical period from November 30 (i.e., the traditional end of the official hurricane 
season) to December 31 (i.e., the end of the calendar year), to make the futures and options 
contracts consistent with traditional practice in the reinsurance industry. 

In addition, a number of other amendments have been made to provide for uniform language 
across similar contracts. Amendments are presented in the following pages, with additions 
underlined and deletions bracketed and overstruck. All of these amendments will be effective 
with the contracts for the 2009 hurricane season, which will be listed for trading on Monday, 
December 15, 2008. 

The Exchange certifies that these actions comply with the Commodity Exchange Act and 
regulations thereunder. 

If you have any questions regarding this submission, please contact Paul Peterson at (312) 930-
4587 or via e-mail at paul.peterson@cmeqroup.com, or Charles Piszczor at (312) 930-4536 or 
via e-mail at charles.piszczor@cmegroup.com or me at (312) 648-5422. Please refer to CME 
Submission #08-188 in all correspondence regarding this matter. 

Sincerely, 

IS/ Stephen M. Szarmack 
D.irector and Associate General Counsel 
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Chapter 423 
CME-Carvlll Hurricane Index Futures 

COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

CHI values will be calculated by Carvlll America, using the methods described in the "Carvill Hurricane 
Index: Scope and Definitions" document. for hurricanes making landfall in the [lJAita(f States l\tlaRIIe 
basiA,J following locatjons: 

Eastern US (Brownsville TX to Eastoort, MEl 

~~'-]_futures contracts will be listed for trading on named hurricanes [ess .. FFiAg IFem J"Ae 1 
tloFe"fllo Ne"eFRileF aG] that make landfall in a specific location (e.g., Eastern U[,JSHl between Janyary 1 
and December 31 lnclusjve of a calendar year. At the beginning of each season storm names are used 
from a list, starting with A and ending with Z, maintained by the World Meteorological Organization. In 
tha event that more than 21 named [eY9AI6] storms occur in a season, additional storms will take names 
from the Greek alphabet: Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, and so on. 

FUTURES CALL 

42302.G. Termination of Trading 

Futures trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the first Exchange business day that Is at least two 
calendar days following the last forecasVadvisory Issued by the NHC for the named [9¥9Rlj storm, but In 
no event shall trading terminate prior to the first Exchange business day that is at least two calendar 
days following [tloe lle!JiAAiAg al tloe r.~misaAe seaseA eA JYAB 1) January 1 or later than the first 
business day that is at least two calendar days following December 31. If a particular named [9YIIRI] 
storm is unused (i.e. that storm has not formed), trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the first 
Exchange business day that is at least two calendar days following [tloe eR(f af tloe R"FFisaRe seaseR aR 
Ne'I9FRB8F ag) December 31. 

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES 

42303.A. Final Settlement Price 

All futures contracts remaining open at the termination of trading shall be seHied using the respective 
CHI final value reported by Carvill America for that named [9¥6RI) storm, using the methodology In 
effect on that date and the NHC data [flll9lislle6) from the Public Advisories issued through the life of 
the named storm. 

For example, on August 30, 2005, the last NHC Advisory on Hurricane Katrina was issued; therefore on 
September 2, 2005, the [YS-laRdlali] Eastern US contract for Hurricane Katrina would have been seHied 
at 20.4 CHI index points, using data from the NHC's Hurricane Katrina Advisories Number 9 (Florida 
landfall, CHI= 1.4) and Number 26A (Louisiana landfall, CHI= 19.0). 
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Chapter 4238 
CME-Carvill Hurricane lndexrM Binary Contract 

423801. COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

423802. 

CHI values will be calculated by Carvill America, using the methods described in the "Carvill Hurricane 
Index: Scope and Definitions" document, for hurricanes making landfall [iR tl<e Ynite<l Stales AllaRiis 
lla6iA) in the [lellewillg] locations specified in Chapter 423.[; 

. !Oaslem US (8re· 'RBYille, TX Ia Easl!le~. M~) 

Separate binary contracts will be listed for trading on named hurricanes [makiR§] ~ landfall in a 
specific [!J99!JFBflhia] location (e.g., Eastern U[,JS[,]) between [Jwne 1 an<l Ne•;emeer 30) Januarv 1 and 
December 31 inclusive of a calendar year. At the beginning of each season storm names are used 
from a list, starting with A and ending with Z, maintained by the World Meteorological Organization. In 
the event that more than 21 named [9Y6Rls) storms occur in a season, additional storms will take names 
from the Greek alphabet: Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta. and so on. 

CONTRACT CALL 

423802.1. Termination of Trading 
Trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the first Exchange business day that is at least two calendar 
days following [llle en<l al llle llwrrleaRe sesseR en Ne~·emlaer 3Q) the last forecasVadvlsorv Issued by 
the NHC for the named storm but jn no event shall trading terminate prior to the first Exchange 
business day that is at least two calendar days following Januarv 1 or later than the first business day 
that is at least two ca[endar days following December 31. If a particular named storm is unused /i.e. 
that storm has not formed), trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the first Exchange business day that 
Is at least two calendar days following December 31 . 
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Chapter 427 
CME-Carvlll Hurricane Index™ Seasonal Futures 

COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

CHI Seasonal values will be calculated by Carvill America. using the methods described in the "Carvill 
Hurricane Index: Scope and Definitions" document. for hurricanes making landfall in the following 
locations: 

Gulf Coast (Brownsville, TX to AUFL Border) 

Florida (AUFL Border to Fernandina Beach, FL) 

Southern Atlantic Coast (Fernandina Beach, FL to NCN A Border) 

Northern Atlantic Coast (NCNA Border to Eastport, ME) 

Eastern US (Brownsville, TX to Eastport, ME) 

FUTURES CALL 

42702.G. Termination of Trading 

Futures trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the first Exchange business day that is at least two 
calendar days following [l~e eREI ef ~e ~~~rrisaRe seaseR eR ~levemller 31l] December 31. 

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES 

42703.A. Final Settlement Price 

All futures contracts remaining open at the termination of trading shall be settled using the respective 
CHI [s]§easonal flnal value reported by Carvill America, using the methodology in effect on that date. 
For example, on [Desemller a, 21llla] January 3 2006, the 2005 Gulf Coast [e]S.easonal contract would 
have been settled at 26.9 CHI index points. 
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Chapter 4278 
CME-Carvill Hurricane lndexrM 

Seasonal Binary Contract 

427801. COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

CHI [s]~easonal values will be calculated by Carvill America, using the methods described in the 
"Carvill Hurricane Index: Scope and Definitions" document, for hurricanes making landfall in the 
locations specified in Chapter 427. 

427802. CONTRACT CALL 

427802.1. Termination of Trading 

427803. EXERCISE 

427B03.B. Assignment 

Exercise notices accepted by the Clearing House shall be assigned through a process of random 
selection to clearing members with open short positions in the same series. A clearing member to 
which an exercise notice is assigned shall be notified thereof as soon as practicable after such notice is 
assigned by the Clearing House, but not later than 45 minutes before the opening of Regular Trading 
Hours on the following business day. 

The buyer of a binary contract shall receive $10,000 if the seasonal total of the respective CHI is equal 
to or greater than the exercise price, and shall receive zero dollars ($0) otherwise. The seller of a 
binary contract shall be obligated to pay $10,000 if the seasonal total of the respective CHI is equal to 
or greater than the exercise price, and shall be obligated to pay zero dollars ($0) otherwise. 

For example, on [QeseRiaer 2, 2QQ6] January 3. 2006, the 2005 Gulf Coast Seasonal Binary contract 
would have been settled at 28.9 CHI index points. Therefore, buyers of such binary contracts with 
exercise prices equal to or less than 28 would have received $10,000 for each such binary contract 
from the sellers of each such binary contract, and buyers of such binary contracts with exercise prices 
of 29 or greater would have received nothing. 
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Chapter 428 
CME-Carvill Hurricane Index™ 

Seasonal Maximum Futures 

COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

CHI Seasonal Maximum values will be calculated by Carvill America, using the methods described in 
the "Carvill Hurricane Index: Scope and Definitions" document, for hurricanes making landfall in the 
following locations: 

Gulf Coast (Brownsville, TX to AUFL Border) 

Florida (AUFL Border to Fernandina Beach. FL) 

Southern· Atlantic Coast (Fernandina Beach, FL to. NCN A Border) 

Northern Atlantic Coast (NCNA Border to Eastport, ME) 

Eastern US (Brownsville, TX to Eastport, ME) 

FUTURES CALL 

42802.G. Termination of Trading 

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES 

42803.A. Final Settlement Price 
All futures contracts remaining open at the termination of trading shall be settled using the respective 
CHI [s]§easonal [m]Maximum final value reported by Carvill America, using the methodology in effect 
on that date. For example, on [CeeeR'!Iler 2, 29Q5] January 3, 2006, the 2005 Gulf Coast [s]§easonal 
[m]Maximum contract would have been settled at 19.0 CHI index poin1s[(e.!j. 1 fol~rrieaRe KatriRa)]. 
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Chapter 4288 
CME-Carvill Hurricane Index™ 

Seasonal Maximum Binary Contract 

COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

CHI [&)l:!easonal [m)Maxlmum values will be calculated by Carvlll America, using the methods described 
in the "Carvill Hurricane Index: Scope and Definitions" document, for hurricanes making landfall in the 
locations specified In Chapter 428. 

Separate binary contracts will be listed for trading on the maximum [final settlement "al~) CHI 
final seltlement value for hurricanes that [ess1.1r wiiRiA] make landfall in a specific location (e.g., [all 
RI.IR'isanes !Rat make landfall IR the] Gulf Coast) between [Jiffi&...t-ana Neuemiler 3Q) Januarv 1 and 
December 31 Inclusive of a calendar year. 

428802. CONTRACT CALL 

428802.1. Termination of Trading 

Trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the flrst Exchange· business day that is at least two calendar 
days following [IRe ena ef the Rl.lrrisane seasen an Ne•lemiler 3Q] December 31. 

428803. EXERCISE 

428803.8. Assignment 

Exercise notices accepted by the Clearing House shall be assigned through a process of random 
selection to clearing members with open short positions in the same series. A clearing member to 
which an exercise notice is assigned shall be notified thereof as soon as practicable after such notice is 
assigned by the Clearing House, but not later than 45 minutes before the opening of Regular Trading 
Hours on the following business day. 

The buyer of a binary contract shall receive $10,000 if the seasonal maximum [final settlement "al1.1e] of 
the respective CHI is equal to or greater than the exercise price, and shall receive zero dollars ($0) 
otherwise. The seller of a binary contract shall be obligated to pay $10,000 if the~ maximum 
[final settlement \'ail.le] of the respective CHI is equal to or greater than the exercise price. and shall be 
obligated to pay zero dollars ($0) otherwise. 

For example, on [gesemiler 2, 2QQ6] January 3. 2006, the 2005 Gulf Coast Seasonal Maximum Binary 
contract would have been settled at 19.0 CHI index points. Therefore, buyers of such binary contracts 
with exercise prices equal to or less than 19 would have received $10,000 for each such binary contract 
from the sellers of each such binary contract, and buyers of such binary contracts with exercise prices 
of 20 or greater would have received nothing. 
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Chapter 430 
CME-Carvill Hurricane Index'" 

Cat-In-A-Box Futures 

COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

CHI Cat-In-A-Box values will be calculated by Carvill America, using the methods described in the 
"Carvlll Hurricane Index: Scope and DeHniHons" document, for hurricanes entering the following 
geographic areas: 

Galveston-Mobile (area bounded by 95°30'0'W on the west, B7930'0"W on the east, 27°30'0"N on 
the south, and the corresponding segment of the US coastline on the north) 

~ [lq!utures contracts will be listed for trading on named hurricanes [aA<I] that enter a specific 
geographic area[s] (e.g.; Galveston-Mobile) [lA te1111s ef Ramel! eY8At&-eGGIUAR!J freFR J~Re .1 t~reYg~ 
~ie•1emlnu 39 ef a saleREiar year] between Janyarv 1 and December 31 inclusive of a calendar year. At 
the beglnnjng of each season storm names are used from a list starting with A and ending with Z. 
maintained bv the World Meteorological OrganizaHon. In the event that more than 21 named stonns 
occur in a season, additional storms will take names from the Greek alphabet: Alpha. Beta, Gamma, 
Delta. and so on. 

FUTURES CALL 

43002.G. Termination of Trading 

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES 

43003.A. Final Settlement Price 

All futures contracts remaining open at the termination of trading shall be settled using the respective 
CHI Cat-In-A-Box final value reported by Carvill America for that named [e¥&Rt] storm, using the 
methodology in effect on that date and the NHC data from the Public Advisory that results in the 
maximum calculated CHI Cat-In-A-Box value while the hurricane is within the designated area. 

For example, on August 26, 2005, Hurricane Katrina [lias] had a maximum CHI value in the Galveston
Mobile area of 22.4 using data from NHC's Hurricane Katrina Advisory Number 25; therefore the 
Galveston-Mobile [+lie) Cat-In-A-Box contract for Hurricane Katrina [GefllfaGt] would [lllarelere] have 
been settled at 22.4 CHI index points, with [a) the final settlement value reported by Carvill America 
[SRGQ-Q] after the final Public Advisory for Katrina [lias] had been [f*ISIIslleEI) issued by the NHC. 
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Chapter 430B 
CME-Carvill Hurricane Index™ 
Cat-In-A-Box Binary Contract 

430801. COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

430BC·' 

Separate binary contracts will be listed for trading on named hurricanes [BAieFiFifJ] that enter a specific 
geographic area (e.g .•. [!lie] Galveston-Mobile [a.ea]) between [~~Re 1 aRB ~la"ember aQ] Januarv 1 and 
December 31 inclusive of a calendar year. At the beginning of each season storm names are used 
from a list, starting with A and ending with Z, maintained by the Wo~d Meteorological Organization. In 
the event that more than 21 named [BY&Ais] stonns occur In a season, additional storms will take names 
from the Greek alphabet: Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, and so on. 

CONTRACT CALL 

430802.1. Termination of Trading 

Trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the ftrst Exchange business day that is at least two calendar 
days following [ti'le BRB ef ti'le i'l~rrisaRe seasaR eR ~le"emller 3Q] the last forecasVadvlsorv jssued by 
the NHC for the named storm but In no event shall trading tenninate prior to the first Exchange 
business day that is at least !WO calendar days following January 1, or later than the first business day 
that is at least two calendar days following December 31. If a particular named storm is unused !I.e. 
that storm has not formed\ trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the first Exchange business day that 
is at least two calendar days following December 31. 
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Chapter 431 
CME-Carvlll Hurricane Index™ 
Seasonal Cat-In-A-Box Futures 

COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

CHI Seasonal Cat-In-A-Box values will be calculated by Carvill America, using the methods described in 
the "Carvill Hurricane Index: Scope and Deflnitlons" document, for hurricanes entering the following 
geographic areas: 

Galveston-Mobile (area bounded by 95"30'0'W on the west, 87°30'0'W on the east, 27°30'0"N on 
the south, and the corresponding segment of the US coastline on the north) 

Separate futures contracts will be listed for trading on the accumulated CHI Cat-In-A-Box .!illi!! 
~ values for all hurricanes [wilffiR] that enter a specific geographic area (e.g., (all R~rFisaAes 
!Rat eAier IRe] Galveston-Mobile [area]) between (J~Re 1 aRI:I ~Ia· <ember a<l] January 1 and December 
;n inclusive of a calendar year. 

FUTURES CALL 

43102.G. Termination of Trading 

Futures trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the lirst Exchange business day that is at least two 
calendar days following (IRe eRa afiRe R~rrisaRe seaseR eR Nevemeer :lQ] December 31. 

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES 

43103.A. Final Settlement Price 

All futures contracts remaining open at the termination of trading shall be settled using the respective 
CHI Seasonal Cat-In-A-Box final value reported by Carvlll America, using the methodology In effect on 
that date. For example, on [Qesemller :l, :lQQ6] January 3. 2006. the 2005 Galveston-Mobile Seasonal 
Cat-In-A-Box contract would have been settled at 33.3 CHI index points. 
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Chapter 431 B 
CME-Carvill Hurricane Index™ 

Seasonal Cat-In-A-Box Binary Contract 

431801. COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

431802. 

CHI [s]§.easonal Cat·ln·A·Box values will be calculated by Carvlll America, using the methods described 
in the "Carvill Hurricane Index: Scope and Definitions" document, for hurricanes [makiA!J laAEifall iA] 
entering the geographic areas specified in Chapter 431. 

Separate binary contracts will be listed for. trading on the accumulated CHI Cat·ln·A·Box final settlement 
~for all hurricanes that [essYr "'ithiA] enter a specific geographic area (e.g., [all hwnisaAes that 
eAteHRa] Galveston-Mobile [aFeaj) between [JYAe 1 aAEI ~teuemeer aQ] January 1 and December 31 
inclusive of a calendar year. 

CONTRACT CALL 

431802.1. Termination of Trading 

431803. EXERCISE 

431803.8. Assignment 

Exercise notices accepted by the Clearing House shall be assigned through a process of random 
selection to clearing members with open short positions in the same series. A clearing member to 
which an exercise notice is assigned shall be notified thereof as soon as practicable after such notice is 
assigned by the Clearing House, but not later than 45 minutes before the opening of Regular Trading 
Hours on the following business day. 

The buyer of a binary contract shall receive $10,000 if the seasonal total of the respective CHI is equal 
to or greater than the exercise price, and shall receive zero dollars ($0) otherwise. The seller of a 
binary contract shall be obligated to pay $10,000 if the seasonal total of the respective CHI Is equal to 
or greater than the exercise price, and shall be obligated to pay zero dollars ($0) otherwise. 

For example, on [l:lesemeer a, aQQ6] Januarv 3, 2006, the 2005 Galveston-Mobile Seasonal Cat·ln·A· 
Box Binary contract would have been settled at33.3 CHI index points. Therefore, buyers of such binary 
contracts with exercise prices equal to or less than 33 would have received $10,000 for each such 
binary contract from the sellers of each such binary contract, and buyers of such binary contracts with 
exercise prices of 34 or greater would have received nothing. 
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Chapter 432 
CME-Carvill Hurricane Index™ 

Seasonal Maximum Cat-In-A-Box Futures 

COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

CHI Seasonal Maximum Cat-In-A-Box values will be calculated by Carvill America, using the methods 
described in the "Carvill Hurricane Index: Scope and Definitions" document, for hurricanes [makiAg 
laAalall iA IRe lelle"'lnglesatieAS) entering the following geoaraphjc areas: 

Galveston-Mobile (area bounded by 95°30'0'W on the west. 87°30'0'W on the east. 27"30'0"N on 
the south, and the corresponding segment of the US coastline on the norih) 

Separate futures contracts will. be listed tor trading on the maximum CHI Cat-In-A-Box final settlement 
value [~) for hurricanes that (eesyr "'iti'lin] enter a specific geographic area (e.g., [llllfFisalle6 
t11at enter 111e) Galveston-Mobile [area]) between [ 11lRe 1 and Mevemller 30) Januarv 1 and December 
;u_ inclusive of a calendar year. 

FUTURES CALL 

43202.G. Termination of Trading 

Futures trading shall terminate at 9:00 A.M. on the first Exchange business day that is at least two 
calendar days following (111e ena el tl1e 11Yrrlsane season en Nevemller ao] December 31. 

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES 

43203.A. Final Settlement Price 

All futures contracts remaining open at the termination of trading shall be setUed using the respective 
CHI Seasonal Maximum Cat-In-A-Box final value reported by Carvill America, using the methodology in 
effect on that date. For example, on [Qesemller 2, 200ii] Januarv 3. 2006, the 2005 Galveston-Mobile 
Seasonal Maximum Cat-In-A-Box contract would have been settled at 22.4 CHI index points. 
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Chapter 4328 
CME-Carvill Hurricane Index™ 

Seasonal Maximum Cat-In-A-Box Binary Contract 

COMMODITY SPECIFICATIONS 

CHI [s]§.easonal [m].Maxlmum Cat-ln·A·Box values will be calculated by Carvill America. using the 
methods described in the "Carvill Hurricane Index: Scope and Definitions" document, for hurricanes 
[makinglandlall-iFl] entering the geographic areas specified in Chapter 432. 

Separate binary contracts will be listed for trading on the maximum CHI Cat·ln-A-Box final settlement 
value ['*-ll>e-GW) for hurricanes that [oos~r "'ithin] enter a specific geographic area (e.g., [all h~rrisanes 
IAai-&Aief.lha] Galveston-Mobile [at'8a]) between [J~ne 1 anEI ~le·•emeer 3Q] January 1 and December 
21. inclusive of a calendar year. 

432802. CONTRACT CALL 

432803. 

432802.1. Termination of Trading 

EXERCISE 

432803.8. Assignment 
Exercise notices accepted by the Clearing House shall be assigned through a process of random 
selection to clearing members with open short positions In the same series. A clearing member to 
which an exercise notice is asSigned shall be notified thereof as soon as practicable after such notice is 
assigned by the Clearing House, but not later than 45 minutes before the opening of Regular Trading 
Hours on the following business day. 

The buyer of a binary contract shall receive $10,000 if the seasonal maximum of the respective CHI is 
equal to or greater than the exercise price, and shall receive zero dollars ($0) otherwise. The seller of a 
binary contract shall be obligated to pay $10,000 if the seasonal maximum of the respective CHI is 
equal to or greater than the exercise price, and shall be obligated to pay zero dollars ($0) otherwise. 

For example, on [Cesemeer 2, 2QQ!i] January 3 2006. the 2005 Galveston-Mobile Seasonal Maximum 
Cat-In-A-Box Binary contract would have been settled at 22.4 CHI index points. Therefore, buyers of 
such binary contracts with exercise prices equal to or less than 22 would have received $1 0,000 for 
each such binary contract from the sellers of each such binary contract, and buyers of such binary 
contracts with exercise prices of 23 or greater would have received nothing. 


